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Deputy Minister of Finance 

Distinguished guests, 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

I am very pleased to welcome you to the SET Thai corporate day 2015 on “Thailand: ASEAN’s 

Gateway to GMS” and I would like to thank Maybank Kim Eng for co-hosting the event. This annual 

event aims to promote investment opportunities in the Thai capital market by delving deeper into its 

fundamentals and growth potentials. More importantly, it is undeniable that the future of Thailand 

would tie up with our regional economies. The move towards an integrated regional market, 

seamless connectivity of goods and services, energy and people, as well as financial cooperation 

envisages the “Growing Together” opportunities. The focal point of today’s event, therefore, aims at 

deepening and broadening GMS strategy and experiences to ensure that this will truly be the 

Thailand-GMS century.    

Over the course of its long history of nearly four decades, the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) and 

our capital markets as a whole have grown to become a major engine of growth for the Thai 

economy. Albeit oftentimes tested by challenges from both at home and abroad, the SET proved its 

resiliency and consistent growth. Notably, this success is on the back of its strong fundamentals, 

especially the underlying potential of Thai corporates. Their core strength involves the ability to 

advance and refocus their businesses toward sustainable growth. A prominent trend of Thai 

companies investing directly abroad has also emerged. To date, there are more than a hundred Thai 

listed firms operating businesses in GMS. This internationalization opens up Thai corporates to larger 

demand and resource pools; therefore, this has helped to expand and diversify their revenue base, 

optimize production costs, and improve efficiency.         

Such developments coincide with the rise of regional economic and financial integration, the ASEAN 

Economic Community (AEC) this year. In particular, focusing on North ASEAN region, the Greater 

Maekong Sub-region (GMS) cooperation will bring the “3-Cs” formula of connectivity, 

competitiveness, and community. The development of subregional infrastructure will enhance 

connectivity in the subregion. Economic competitiveness is continually being improved through 

efforts to facilitate transport, trade, investment and tourism. Finally, the fact that GMS countries 

jointly work towards regional integration will lead to a heightened sense of community.  

An integrated GMS market could deliver an economic ‘corridor of prosperity,’ spreading the benefits 

of regional growth more widely, helping to exploit the valuable efficiency gains, and building 

productive capacities in frontier economies through regional production networks.   

This regional integration requires more integrated financial architecture to support fund raising and 

better deploy the region’s savings for productive purposes. Companies in GMS should be able to 



perform transborder operations more conveniently and efficiently. Laws and regulation related to 

cross-border financial transactions could be more supportive to provide platform for further 

financial integration in the subregion. SET, in particular, has continuously internationalized ourselves 

to fortify cross-border activities through varieties of capital market instruments. It is evident that 

companies in GMS have realized the benefits of raising funds from Thailand via listing on the Thai 

stock exchange, including holding companies and real estate investment trusts (REITs). Lao PDR’s 

government and its large corporation had successfully raised funds through Thai Baht bonds in 

recent years. SET is launching several new channels such as primary listing, secondary listing, and 

infrastructure funds to suit the regional funding needs. This synergy will enhance regional trade and 

investment and contribute to the regional prosperity. 

The GMS region has the historic opportunity to rebalance its economic structure. Deepening 

subregional economic cooperation and integration will be a key to boost the growth dynamism with 

strengthened connectivity and balanced regional developments. I sincerely hope that all of you here 

will greatly benefit from this event particularly on getting a better understanding of the investment 

opportunities, as well as gaining insights into Thailand’s policy, strategy, and positioning towards the 

Greater Mekong Subregion.  

May I now take this opportunity to invite Deputy Minister of Finance, Mr. Wisudhi Srisuphan to 

deliver his opening remarks and keynote speech. Please join me in extending our warm welcome to 

the Deputy Prime Minister. 

 

 

 

Thank you very much.   

 

 


